RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME!

- The Rhododendron Glen is still in its prime season and the blooms will be amazing for the months ahead.
- Meadows around the grounds are starting to fill in and the breeze makes the grasses dance.
- Perennials are packing the beds (and attracting the deer, who, of course, want samples).
- The Buxton Bird Marsh Meadow is showing the first signs of what’s to come, as early wildflowers begin to emerge.
- Deciduous trees are sprouting new leaves, creating dappled light across the landscapes.

IN BLOOM THIS MONTH...

- Dogwood | Residence, Japanese Garden, Camellia Trail
- Mayapple | Residence
- Crabapple | Residence and Mid Pond
- Evergreen Azalea | Residence, Glen, Japanese Garden
- Tree Peony | Gatehouse, Residence, and Glen
- Chinese Empress Tree | Gatehouse and Residence
- Candelabra Primrose | Residence and Glen
- Cyclamen | Glen and Japanese Garden
- False Solomon’s Seal | Throughout
- Solomon’s Seal | Throughout
- Scilla | Throughout
- Iris | Bird Marsh, Swan Pond, Glen